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In the next five years, there will be over 60 million millennials in the workforce. Are you prepared? Are you

ready to change? In order to convince this generation to stick around, employers need to figure out what it
is their young employees are after, and what they, as employers, can do to make the workplace more
attractive.

1

Faster Promotion Time

I’m an Xer and I learned from the leaders before
me. They took me under their wing and taught me
the ropes. The one thing that leader had for me
was INFORMATION! Millennials grew up with the
Internet, so access to information is not a need.
They walk into a job already researching and
learning the position. The leader should guide and
challenge from week three! They do not need the
amount of time I did. Put them in coach, they’re
ready to play!

2

Open to Failing

Millennials are not afraid to dive in and try new
things. They are comfortable trying something,
failing and then improving. It’s how they learn.
Don’t criticize it, embrace and encourage it.
They’re heart is in the game if you care enough to
be in their game.
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4

Loyal vs. Loyalty

This generation will not hang around if you don’t take
the time to get them or if they feel their leader is not
“in the game” with them. This includes encouraging
and correcting their behavior in a positive way, they
will leave without a second thought. However, if you
do care about them, encourage them, and take an
active interest in their career, they will give you their
loyalty. Millennials only have one “Loyalty card” for
work and will give it freely if you show them you’re
interested in them.

5

Meaning Before Money

Although Millennials want a fair wage for a job
well done, they will choose a cause focused
organization over a performance based
organization. Meaning, they’d rather know that
what they do makes a difference than finding
the job that pays the most. Once in that
position, then they look to increase their value to
the company and earn their raises and bonuses.

Relationship, Not Management

This is where most Baby Boomers and Xers fail in
leading this generation. They want you to know
them and they want to know you. This generation
is starving for meaningful connection. They have
been isolated in their rooms connecting on digital
devices. They crave meaningful connection, so
give it to them. Take the time to get to know them,
that is how you motivate and lead. Let them be
themselves.

Connect with us!

Conclusion

There you have it! Are you ready for the 60+
million Millennials who will be entering the
workforce over the next five years? You better be
and adapt now!

